Course Syllabus Math 7 2019 – 2020 Mrs. Dietrich
WHO AM I?
My name is Mrs. Dietrich and I will be teaching your child math this school year. I am excited and energized to teach concepts that are unknown to your child and review the ones he or she already knows. With your support and his or her effort, I am looking forward to a successful year in math. I am also looking forward to building confidence in your child based on his or her academic and behavioral accomplishments.


WHAT WILL THE STUDENTS LEARN?
Students will learn about integers, rational numbers, expressions, equations, inequalities, ratios, proportions, percents, constructions, scale drawings, circles, area, surface area, volume, probability, and statistics. Students will apply their knowledge of these concepts to solve real world application problems.

WHAT IS SPECIAL ABOUT THIS COURSE?
This course will prepare students for Math 8. This course will also set the foundation for learning that is needed to pass the Keystone Algebra 1 Exam. Passing the Keystone Algebra 1 exam is a Pennsylvania state requirement.

OVERVIEW OF CHAPTERS TO BE COVERED:

Chapter 1: Integers

Define the absolute value of a number.

Find absolute values of numbers.

Add integers.

Show that the sum of a number and its opposite is 0.

Subtract integers.

Multiply integers.

Divide integers.

Solve real-life problems.

Chapter 2: Rational Numbers

Understand that a rational number is an integer divided by an integer.

Convert rational numbers to decimals.

Add rational numbers.

Subtract rational numbers.

Multiply and divide rational numbers.

Solve real-life problems

Chapter 3: Expressions and Equations
Apply properties of operations to simplify algebraic expressions.
Apply properties of operations to add and subtract linear expressions.

Factor linear expressions.

Write simple equations.

Solve equations using addition or subtraction.

Solve equations using multiplication or division.

Solve two-step equations.

Solve real-life problems

Chapter 4: Inequalities

Write and graph inequalities.

Use substitution to check whether a number is a solution of an inequality.

Solve inequalities using addition or subtraction.

Solve inequalities using multiplication or division.

Solve multi-step inequalities.

Solve real-life problems.

Chapter 5: Ratios and Proportions

Find ratios, rates, and unit rates.

Find ratios and rates involving ratios of fractions.

Use equivalent ratios to determine whether two ratios form a proportion.

Use the Cross Products Property to determine whether two ratios form a proportion.

Use graphs to determine whether two ratios form a proportion.

Interpret graphs of proportional relationships.

Write proportions.

Solve proportions using mental math.

Solve proportions using multiplication or the Cross Products Property.

Use a point on a graph to write and solve proportions.

Find the slopes of lines.

Interpret the slopes of lines as rates.

Identify direct variation from graphs or equations.
Use direct variation models to solve problems.

Chapter 6: Percents
Write percents as decimals.

Write decimals as percents.

Compare and order fractions, decimals, and percents.

Use the percent proportion to find parts, wholes, and percents.

Use the percent equation to find parts, wholes, and percents.

Find percents of increase.

Find percents of decrease.

Use percent of discounts to find prices of items.

Use percent of markups to find selling prices of items.

Use the simple interest formula to find interest earned or paid, annual interest rates, and amounts paid on loans.

Solve real-life problems

Chapter 7: Constructions and Scale Drawings Identify adjacent and vertical angles.

Find angle measures using adjacent and vertical angles.

Classify pairs of angles as complementary, supplementary, or neither.

Find angle measures using complementary and supplementary angles.

Construct triangles with given angle measures.

Construct triangles with given side lengths.

Understand that the sum of the angle measures of any triangle is 180°.

Find missing angle measures in triangles.

Understand that the sum of the angle measures of any quadrilateral is 360°.

Find missing angle measures in quadrilaterals.

Construct quadrilaterals.

Use scale drawings to find actual distances.

Find scale factors.

Use scale drawings to find actual perimeters and areas.
Recreate scale drawings at a different scale.

Chapter 8: Circles and Area

Describe a circle in terms of radius and diameter.

Understand the concept of pi.

Find circumferences of circles and perimeters of semicircles.

Find perimeters of composite figures.

Find areas of circles and semicircles.

Find areas of composite figures by separating them into familiar figures.

Solve real-life problems

Chapter 9: Surface Area and Volume

Use two-dimensional nets to represent three-dimensional solids.

Find surface areas of rectangular and triangular prisms.

Find surface areas of regular pyramids.

Find surface areas of cylinders.

Find volumes of prisms.

Find volumes of pyramids.

Describe the intersections of planes and solids.

Solve real-life problems.

Chapter 10: Probability and Statistics

Identify and count the outcomes of experiments.

Understand the concept of probability and the relationship between probability and likelihood.

Find probabilities of events.

Find relative frequencies.

Use experimental probabilities to make predictions.

Use theoretical probabilities to find quantities.

Compare experimental and theoretical probabilities.

Use tree diagrams, tables, or a formula to find the number of possible outcomes.

Find probabilities of compound events.
Identify independent and dependent events.

Use formulas to find probabilities of independent and dependent events.

Use simulations to find experimental probabilities.

Determine when samples are representative of populations.

Use data from random samples to make predictions about populations.

Use multiple samples to make predictions about populations.

Use measures of center and variation to compare populations.

Use random samples to compare populations.


WHAT IS THE DISTRICT’S OVERALL MISSION?
The Keystone Oaks School District’s mission is to provide a safe learning environment that prepares critical thinkers to become responsible and productive members of society.


I. Materials
Big Ideas Math book (red), math binder, Record and Practice Journal (Red) Calculators by Texas Instruments TI - 30 XS (Suggested purchase by student). School
calculators are not allowed to be taken home.
Pencils with an erasers for the entire year-- No Pens, please! Graph paper and 3 ring notebook paper for the entire year Ruler and protractor (for home use; I have a classroom set of both)


II. Grading Policy
100% – 90% A; 89% – 80% B; 79% – 70% C; 69% – 60% D; 59%  F


III. Description of Grading Practices A. Class work (20%)
1. This grade allows you to receive credit for active participation and involvement in the course, as well as work habits that help maximize your learning. Consistent involvement with math will dramatically impact both your understanding and retention of the concepts. As you become actively engaged in the course, you can become an independent thinker, problem solver and creator of new knowledge!
2. Points will be awarded on a weekly basis for involvement when completing warm-ups, in-class activities, review activities, etc. started and mostly finished during class time. Quality work and effort is expected. Late assignments will be accepted for half credit up to 2 school days beyond the original due date. If late class work becomes excessive, parents/guardians may be contacted.
Students need to complete class work based on procedures discussed/shown in class. Not showing work could result in half or no credit for that assignment
3. When class work is turned in on time and problems are incorrect, students will have a chance to correct what they did wrong; I call them Fix It Points. The assignment can be corrected until all the points are earned.

B. Organization (10%)
1. A 3 – ring binder with 5 sections is required. It should contain a section for homework, notes, journal, activities, and assessments (all properly labeled and in order).
2. There are no Fix It Points on binder checks.


C. Homework (10%)
1. It will be assigned daily (unless otherwise instructed) and reviewed daily. It is due at the beginning of class, worth 3 points. PENCILS ONLY!!!
2. Late assignments will be accepted for half credit up to 2 school days beyond original due date. If late homework becomes excessive, parents/guardians may be contacted.
3. ALL work and calculations of how the answer was obtained MUST be shown.
First and Last Name
Students need to complete homework based on procedures discussed/shown in class. Not showing work could result in half or no credit for that assignment.
Date
4. Heading for homework on notebook paper in upper right corner.
5. Fix It Points may apply to homework if it is done on time.	Page # and problem # 6. ***HOMEWORK OFFENDERS CLUB: If you do not do your homework
on a consistent basis, I reserve the right to have you finish it during access and/or after school during work center. Homework is a crucial part of your grade; it could be the difference between grades. Plus, the extra practice is preparing you for future assessments and academic classes.


D. Quizzes (20%) and Tests (40%)
Closed textbook, closed notes (unless otherwise specified) PENCILS ONLY
Range in approximate values from 40-60 points for a quiz and 90-120 points for a test There are not fix it points on quizzes and tests


E. ANY missed assignment – including a test or quiz – due to an excused absence, field trip, etc. in my grade book will have 0 points UNTIL the work is made up. Codes that I use are: Absent, Missing, Incomplete



F. Online Assignments
Periodically, assignments (classwork and/or homework) may be assigned and completed online. If it is a homework assignment and your computer or the website stops working, please bring in a note explaining the issue and a signature from a parent. I will give another day to complete the assignment. If it is a classwork assignment, please pay attention to due dates.


IV. Student Conduct
A. Classroom Procedures 1. Be on time.


2. Raise your hand to contribute to class discussions.


3. Sleeping in class violates school policy and interferes with your chances to succeed.


4. Bring all materials to class (pencils with eraser, binder, assignment(s), etc.)


5. When absent, make sure to find out what you missed.

6. Respect others and their properties


7. Sharpen pencil, throw away trash, and get paper during DOWN TIME (very beginning or end of class)



8. Hall pass is for EMERGENCY USE ONLY. If restroom use becomes
excessive, parent/guardian and the nurse will be contacted in case of a medical concern.


9. No food, cell phones, iPods or anything that is an electronic device. Please review the Food Allergy Management and Cellular Telephones policies.


10. A class cut will make any assignment, quiz, test or binder check due that day worth 0 points


11. Remain in your seat until the dismissal bell rings. Standing near the door or wandering around the room is not permitted anytime during class.


B. Discipline Procedures
1. 3 lates to class = 1 referral to office (possible detention)


2. Inability to follow classroom rules results in the following consequences:


First Offense: Second Offense:


Third Offense:
 
Verbal warning with documentation
Parent/guardian contact (via email, telephone or conference) with documentation
Referred to office for further discipline action with documentation



3. Mutual Courtesy/Mutual Respect
Teachers have the right to teach and students have the right to learn. No student has the right to interfere with another student’s education. Disruption or interference to this learning process will not be tolerated.


V. Statement that the Course Expectations are Subject to Change or Updates
A. Students and parents will receive an addendum to these expectations if any necessary modifications or adaptations are needed.



Keep this section for future contact use:

School Address: 1002 Kelton Avenue Pittsburgh, PA 15216
 Teacher Contact: Debra Dietrich Phone Number: 412-571-6100, x2210 Email: dietrich@kosd.org

